INTEROPERABILITY GATEWAY
MULTI-CHANNEL VOICE INTERFACE

The Interoperability Gateway is a software-based multi-channel codec module designed to interface the Internet Protocol (IP) digital network with analog equipment. Applications include connection to dispatch consoles and to analog voice base stations. In both cases, control of the Interoperability Gateway is implemented in software and may be customized easily for specific requirements.

FEATURES

The Interoperability Gateway is a multi-channel analog voice interface for P25®, OpenSky®, and NetworkFirst® packet-switched digital networks.

The gateway is a rack-mounted card cage designed to accept multiple VME circuit cards. It contains redundant integrated power supplies and provides forced ventilation for up to 3 Interoperability Gateway cards. Each card provides 4 audio interfaces for a total of 12 interfaces per chassis.

The Interoperability Gateway uses a VME-based backplane for power and signal routing, and offers rear mounting expansion slots for additional interface expansion.

DISPATCH CONSOLE INTERFACE

Each Interoperability Gateway receives and transmits packetized digital voice over an Ethernet interface for connection through a switch to the Voice, Interoperability, Data, and Access (VIDA®) network.

Interoperability Gateway modules offer a 4-wire balanced line level interface for the audio connection. Audio amplitude may be adjusted under software control, and signaling lines are opto-isolated and may be operated in “open collector” mode.

INTEROPERABILITY

When used to provide interoperability with other communications systems, network users are automatically connected to legacy system users by selecting them as designated voice groups. This provides capabilities for cross-band inter-system operation.

In addition, the gateway supports the MDC-1200 signaling format for User ID and Emergency functions.

DIGITAL VOICE CODING

Digitized voice within the digital network is coded using AMBE® for OpenSky systems or IMBE™ for P25 systems. AMBE/IMBE digital voice is then encapsulated into IP packets and sent along with control messages into the IP digital network.

Additionally, the gateway supports the use of ADPCM for NetworkFirst systems and transmission of analog inputs to other VIDA products which support ADPCM.
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